
A Note from Dr. Jack Baldwin, Chairman of BHMI

Summer 2022 is in full swing and many exciting things are happening in the
payments industry.  We are pleased to send you the most recent issue
of BHMI's PaymentsNOW™ newsletter which summarizes the most current
news from BHMI, including the launch of a new BHMI video interview series
called "Pioneers in Payments".   

PIONEERS IN PAYMENTS:  New BHMI Video Interview
Series with Payment Experts

BHMI is proud to release this first episode of Pioneers in Payments where
payments experts share valuable insights. Listen to what Kristy
Duncan, CEO at Women in Payments, has to say.

Podcast:  Bankadelic Endless Summer Special

BHMI’s Director of Marketing and Sales, Casey Scheer, returns to the
Bankadelic podcast, joining host Lou Carlozo as she and other leading
payments and fintech experts weigh in on why summer is the season of
opportunity for financial innovation. Listen now!

Award Finalist:  BHMI and Payshop Named Finalists for
the 2022 PayTech Awards

BHMI is honored to be named a finalist with our friends from Payshop for the
2022 PayTech Awards. Now in its fifth year, the program produced by FinTech
Futures recognizes excellence and innovation in IT for the finance and
payment industries around the globe, celebrating the companies and
individuals driving these achievements.

Podcast:  What's All the Excitement Around ISO 20022?

To learn more about what ISO 20022 actually is, what it does, why companies
are implementing it, and how it is being used, PaymentsJournal sat down with
Jack Baldwin, Chairman of BHMI, and Steve Murphy, Director of Commercial
and Enterprise Payments Advisory Service at Mercator Advisory Group.
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Article:  Credit Unions Must Create Better Processes for
Real-time Payment Dispute Management as Adoption
and Dispute Volumes Grow

Real-time payments adoption is growing, and so too are the number of
disputes. BHMI’s Dr. Jack Baldwin shares his insights with CU Management
magazine on why creating better real-time payments dispute management
processes is so important for credit unions in 2022 and offers some
suggested goals.

Report:  Casey Scheer Featured in Bankers As Buyers
2022 Report

With 2022 well underway, it’s essential for financial institutions to focus on key
areas like payments to build a more resilient future. BHMI’s Casey Scheer
shared her insights on the need for and importance of building the payments
back office of tomorrow for the William Mills Agency’s annual Bankers as
Buyers report. Download the report to learn more.
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